
THE WORLD WITH 

ORYX PHOTO TOURS



ORYX Photo Tours was conceived after Marius Coetzee and Adam Riley converted a dream into reality,
and we have been in the business of delivering outstanding photographic experiences to our guests
for the past 12 years – transforming our guest’s dreams into reality that will remain with them in abstract
form as memories, and also in many cases as digital ones in the form of millions of pixels depicting
a moment in time as displayed on a screen or as a print. 

The ORYX way is to make sure both these versions are as exceptional as possible, and we pride ourselves
on our dynamism, adaptability and relentless desire to deliver a world-class photographic and holiday
experience to our guests.

We look forward to welcoming you on an ORYX photo tour! #ORYXLiveYourDreams

Yours sincerely,

Marius Coetzee, Adam Riley and the team at ORYX

ORYX - Live Your Dreams
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Our portfolio of Classic photo tours are hand-picked set group departures that have been created 
to offer you the finest photographic experience for each destination. We use the most suitable 
accommodation conveniently situated near prime photographic locations and our Classic tours offer 
small group sizes (6 to 8 participants) to maximise the individual attention that each guest receives

Our signature photo tours are designed for photo enthusiasts who are looking to take their safari
experience to a new and more exclusive level. These set group departures are tailored to
incorporate photographic sites that offer the very finest in photographic experiences in a small
group (4 participants or less) environment, offering you the highest level of personalised attention.
Wherever possible, we also use the use most stylish and luxurious accommodations available,
guaranteeing you the ultimate scheduled photo tour.

Decades of experience in the travel and guiding industry has provided the ORYX team with a wealth of 
knowledge on the wildlife, landscapes and cultures of the world. We take particular pride in designing 
the perfect photo tour to meet your exact requirements; be it a fun and relaxing experience for your 
family or hardcore photography with a specific intention in mind.

C L A S S I C

S I G N AT U R E

P R I VAT E

Tour Types
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Our offices in both South Africa and Mauritius 
provide the necessary capacity to keep abreast 
of the complex arrangements that efficient and 
organised travelling requires.

Our office team has amassed nearly a century 
of experience in the travel industry and works 
around the clock to ensure that each and every 
tour runs as smoothly as possible.

Our Office

Email
info@oryxphoto.com

Telephone Number
MUS: +230 452 3731
ZAF: +27 21180 4030

Postal Address
c/o Sanlam Trustees
International, Labourdonnais
Village, Mapou, Riviere du
Rempart, 31803, 
Mauritius
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The World with ORYX



Botswana

Ethiopia

Madagascar

AFRICA

Republic of the Congo

Kenya 

Madagascar 

Namibia 

Rwanda

South Africa

Tanzania

Uganda 

Zambia 

Central African Republic

Zimbabwe 
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ANTARCTICA
Antarctica

Falkland Islands 

South GeorgiaSouth Georgia
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Bhutan

Borneo

ASIA

Nepal

Sri Lanka

Japan

Mongolia 

India
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AUSTRALASIA
Papua New Guinea
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EUROPE
Finland
Norway

Svalbard
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SOUTH AMERICA

Brazil

Argentina & Chile

Ecuador

Peru

Bolivia
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NORTH AMERICA
Alaska

Panama

Costa Rica
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Clients in Action

• Kenya Photo Tour

• South Africa Photo Tour• Botswana Photo Tour

• Antarctica Photo Tour

• Kenya Photo Tour



• South Africa Photo Tour

• Botswana Photo Tour

• Kenya Photo Tour

• Antartica Photo Tour

• Namibia Photo Tour

• Brazil Photo Tour• Antarctica Photo Tour

• Kenya Photo Tour

• South Africa Photo Tour

• Zambia Photo Tour
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• India Photo Tour

• Borneo Photo Tour• Madagascar Photo Tour
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• India Photo Tour • Kenya Photo Tour

• Borneo Photo Tour
• Brazil Photo Tour• Ethiopia Photo Tour



ORYX Gear List
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We do everything we can to make you comfortable, but we 
cannot take the cold out of the polar regions or the heat 
from the tropical sun’s rays (nor would we want to). We can, 
however, make sure you have the right information ahead of 
time so that you can gear yourself up appropriately for each 
situation.

Here are a few essentials for almost any trip:

• Sturdy, comfortable and waterproof boots

• A spare pair of lightweight, comfortable footwear for when 
you are not out taking photos

• Spare pair of sunglasses and spectacles

• Temperature-appropriate headgear

• Temperature-appropriate clothing including a windproof 
outer shell if your destination is cold (as well as gloves and a 
scarf)

• A good photo vest with lots of deep pockets. These are great 
for “smuggling’ excess hand luggage through airport check-
in desks

• Sunblock and bug repellent

There are also other non-camera-related items that we recom-
mend you bring, no matter where your destination may be:

• Waterproof dry sacks. These are great for protecting your 
gear from wet weather and dust whilst you are out in the field. 
Look for something big enough that can cover your camera 
with its largest lens still attached.

• A headlamp. Not only handy for finding that memory card 
you’ve lost under the bed but also essential for any night-time 
photographic activities you may undertake. They’re also great 
for illuminating photo subjects.

• Spare batteries: Don’t forget to pack these in your hand lug-
gage and not your hold luggage
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Camera Gear
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Every trip has its own considerations, but there are a few items you should have in your kit bag, no matter where we’re going.

• At least two camera bodies. Having two bodies lessens the 
need to swap lenses in the field, and so reduces the chances 
of dust getting on the sensor during the changeover of lenses. 
A second body is also insurance should your other camera 
body malfunction

• Plenty of spare memory cards and camera batteries. 

• Bring more than one charger if you can

• Power and plug adapters along with spare charging cables

• Lens cleaning kit

• A laptop for reviewing, editing, and showing off your pictures to 
the rest of the group

• Two external hard drives for backing up your photos

• These days, modern cameras and lenses are very forgiving of 
high ISO values. We will recommend on a trip-by-trip basis if 
we feel a tripod is essential or perhaps something best left at 
home. If the focus is on landscapes, however, a tripod is a must

• A small daypack/backpack for your gear. If your tour 
requires walking, a comfortable weatherproof bag is 
essential. Better still, get yourself a small backpack-style 
camera bag for added protection and ease of access to 
your gear

• A digital version of your camera manual

•  A flash with a remote trigger so that the flash can be fired 
whilst off the camera

• A polarizing filter is very useful for cancelling out reflec-
tions, especially on the surface of water
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Lenses
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Roughly based on tour locations and priority photographic subjects, we have broken down our lens suggestions into three broad 
categories: WILDLIFE, CULTURE, and LANDSCAPE

It’s always nice to have enough lens types to cover all possibilities in any given destination, so we would normally advise you to 
bring as much variety in focal range as you can. But sometimes there just isn’t enough space in your bag for everything.

Our lens list below is designed to ensure you have the essentials for your upcoming trip.

TELEPHOTO
No less than 400mm (500mm and above if you’re really keen on bird photography). It’s always nice to have a fixed focal prime 
lens, but if you don’t have one, there are many great zoom lenses available with focal ranges of between 150 and 500mm (or even 
longer). The most commonly used, and arguably the most versatile zoom range is 200-400mm. Essential for WILDLIFE

WIDE ANGLE
Zoom or fixed starting at around 14mm with a near-lens focusing range. As well as being essential for landscapes, these sorts of 
lenses are superb for getting up close and personal to your subject whilst still including the environment in your photo. Essential 
for LANDSCAPE, WILDLIFE, CULTURE

MACRO
Most of these double as portrait lenses too. Macro lenses are vital for locations where small subjects are of interest. Think treefrogs 
in Borneo, or chameleons in Madagascar. Essential for WILDLIFE, CULTURE

GENERAL PURPOSE
Something like a 35mm, 50mm or zoom with a range between 24-70mm or 24-105mm. Essential for CULTURE

MIDRANGE TELEPHOTO
70-200mm range, or thereabouts. These lenses can be wonderful for street and culture photography, and for wildlife encounters 
where the subject is at a fairly close distance. Essential for LANDSCAPE, WILDLIFE, CULTURE
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Insurance & Assurance
Tour signup requires that all guests purchase comprehensive travel insurance (including 
curtailment insurance) and medical insurance to protect against travel disruptions for travel 
with ORYX Photo Tours.

• ORYX have partnered with Global Rescue for all your travel insurance needs.

• ORYX Photo Tours has insurance cover through ART (African Risk Transfer), which 
specialises in Risk Management. This is administered through Lloyds of London.

• ORYX Photo Tours is a member of SATSA (Southern African Tourism Services Association) 
and is protected by bonding, which ensures that all members abide by a strict code of 
conduct and ethical behaviour in the Southern African tourism sector.

• ORYX Photo Tours are IFRS audited and managed by a board of directors that ensure 
oversight, due diligence and compliance with International Financial Reporting Standards 
(IFRS).

• Several of our remote East and Central African destinations are covered by AMREF and 
flying doctors are included in your tour fee.



Conservation
Since its formation, ORYX Photo Tours has been supporting the environment that bring us many 
delightful hours of photography. In order to co-ordinate and effectively implement our consservation 
efforts, we launched the ORYX Conservation Fund (OCF). A percentage of each photo tour we lead 
goes directly into the OCF.

Our ultimate goal is to support conservation in multi-faceted ways, contributing where we can to the 
preservation of the natural world we so love, and inviting our guests to be part of this ethos as we  
travel and photograph the world together.

Biodiversity Protection & Donations (Mar 2018 – September 2022)

Conservation Fees:    US$92,732

Gorilla Permits:    US$122,300

Donations:     US$26,136
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                  Connect with us

                             #ORYXLiveYourDreams

Email
info@oryxphoto.com

Telephone Number
MUS: +230 452 3731
ZAF: +27 72 231 2444

Website
www.oryxphoto.com

Postal Address

c/o Sanlam Trustees

International,

Labourdonnais Village,

Mapou, Riviere du

Rempart, 31803,

Mauritius
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https://www.oryxphoto.com
https://www.oryxphoto.com
https://www.oryxphoto.com/
https://www.facebook.com/oryxphototours
https://www.oryxphoto.com
https://www.youtube.com/c/ORYXPhotoTours
https://www.instagram.com/oryxphototours/

